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About this handlist: Scan of an older typescript list
   1. 11 Dec. 1941 - 7 June 1944.
   2. 20 June 1944 - 16 June 1950.
   [Deposited in New College Library after the Club's disbandment in 1976.]

2. [Miscellaneous publications, notices, etc.] 1942-76. In a box.
   2. Bank and account books (5), 1953-76.
   3. Correspondence and receipts on closure, 1975-76. [In an envelope]
   7. Merging of Christian Unity Association with Leighton Club, 1956. [In an envelope.]
   [In an envelope.]
      THORNDYKE (Oscar) Leighton's challenge to schism in
      BULLY (R.S.) Confirmation: a review of the Anglican
      discussion. [2 May 1955.] Typescript. [In an envelope.]
      CAVALIERO (Clen) The Anglican concept of authority.
      [1962.] Typescript. [6 copies, in an envelope.]
      LEVINSON (Frederick) and HANCOCK (Percy) Do we still
      want unity? [1968.] Printed. 3 copies.